dead but still a haunting, ever present memory, the narrator simultaneously succeeds in casting the lady Ligeia as one of Poe's bizarre "outer wonders," and in revealing his own mental aberration, so essential for perception of the anomaly.
Either Ligeia possessed no ordinary qualities, or the narrator, deprived of the usual logical faculties, proves totally incapable of naming them. He fails to recall her family, her parental name; groping to remember even the place of their first encounter, he fixes upon nothing more definite than a dim, decaying city near the Rhine. Yet his recollections are contrastingly clear when they have to do with Ligeia's extraordinary, her unworldly, characteristics. We hear vivid accounts of her eyes, remarkable for an indefinable mystery as well as for great beauty. Again the narrator speaks of Ligeia's studies, somehow related to her eyes and of an ambiguously metaphysical nature. He refers to her enormous learning, to the Transcendentalist studies in which they were both immersed. Finally it should be noticed how, despite his mental lapses, he carefully accentuates Ligeia's mystery by identifying her with unfathomable blackness-with dark Germany, with the night, with a shadow, with the strange ebony lustre of her hair and eyes.
There follows a description of Ligeia's death, the transitional step between the -narrator's reveries and a symbolic drama which immediately ensues. Almost unaccountably she wasted away, shrieking wild utterances to the last and leaving the narrator distraught-but grieving, oddly enough, less for her physical loveliness than for the loss of her vast erudition. Bereaved and inconsolable, he now quits Germany, wanders to England, takes up residence in a gloomy, isolated abbey. Typically Romantic as the new scene seems to be, however, it is quickly established as a place symbolically different from the mysterious region by the Rhine. Where Germany was dark, England is fair; and as though for added emphasis, this fairness is systematically reintroduced, first in the golden trappings of the narrator's English estate and then in depictions of the fair-haired, blue-eyed Lady Rowena Trevanion of Tremaine, the English heiress who presendy becomes his second bride.
Of Rowena, it is worth observing that, her preposterously Romantic name notwithstanding, she is in every significant respect Ligeia's exact opposite, endowed with just those commonplace qualities Ligeia had so signally lacked. Her family name and landed title imply a quite orthodox kind of personal history. In contradistinction to Ligeia's unearthly behaviour, Rowena, the pawn of mercenary parents, is associated with human motives at once shrewd and worldly. If, in the narrator, the dark lady's recondite knowledge awoke responses too wildly weird for logical comprehension, the blond, teaching nothing and arousing only his contempt, at least proves perfectly intelligible to him. Comparison, in short, makes Rowena dull, ordinary, prosaic, as shrunken and lifeless as her own shrivelled lips. And from the differentiation we suddenly see how "Ligeia" is founded upon an elaborate allegorical scheme, one in which Ligeia--<larkness stands for madness and abnormality, while Rowena-light signifies normality and rationality.
This symbolic plan becomes, in fact, both the key to the conclusion of the story and an artistic device which functions at several different levels throughout its final episodes. Imagistically, it appears in the decorations of Rowena's bridal chamber, designed, as the narrator confesses, to reflect his incipient madness and so arranged that jetty figures or dark arabesques are everywhere superimposed across golden backgrounds. It recurs dramatically in the more active symptoms of the narrator's insanity, in his loathing for Rowena and his irrational desire to recover Ligeia among the silences of the night or the darkened recesses of the glens by day. The same dramatic effect is then further heightened during the period of Rowena's illness, for we now hear of shadows falling upon the golden carpet and playing intermittently beneath the rich light thrown from a censer. But the supremely terrifying use of the light--<lark imagery is reserved for the night of Rowena's death. While the opium-maddened narrator keeps horrified watch, her corpse is racked by a series of inexplicable convulsions. Again and again she seems on the very verge of reanimation; repeatedly she lapses backward into a sterner, more repulsive lifelessness. It is a struggle which ends only when the dark lady, having triumphed over and literally thrust through the blond, stands before the shrieking narrator, fully revivified and resplendent in her raven blackness. Thus as always in Poe's Gothicized tales (one thinks equally of "Ms. Found in a Bottle" or the much later "Black Cat"), the climax and conclusion come with the achievement of two related conditions: whatever is regular or normal has been displaced by the wholly anomalous; the mind beholding this displacement has itself utterly collapsed. Because of its controlled symbolism, "Ligeia" concludes with an especially striking picture of both states.
Surely, then, no further comments are necessary. "Ligeia" is what perceptive critics ranging from Philip Pendleton Cooke to Allen Tate have always called it, a gripping horror story, successfully rescued from the triteness of its kind by Poe's painstaking craftsmanship. It is, to be sure; and yet as one reads and re-reads the narrative, certain trouble-some features persistently intrude. Problems of tone and symbolism, of characterization and, above all, of style, they never for a moment suggest that "Ligeia" is not a piece of Gothic fiction, or that the interpretation I have just offered is not a correct reading. What they do imply is that close and searching scrutiny should make us the more wary of accepting it as simply a tale of terror, and as a text in which Gothic devices constitute the sole level of meaning.
At first, indeed, one can cite only a teasing, half-formed suspicion that Poe's allegory, contrived and maintained with such unusual care, could be saying more than it seems to say. But scarcely has this possibility been admitted before stray bits of evidence emerge to support it. Consider the characterization of Ligeia: Is not a shade too much emphasis placed upon her philosophical pursuits and scholastic triumphs, upon qualities only very tenuously related to her tremendous lust for life? By the same token, are there not oddities in her behaviour-in her fierce expressions, her incoherent speech, her coming to the narrator like a disembodied voice-which seem less frightening than merely absurd? Or of the narrator himself: If Poe was writing a tale of the supernatural, why did he create for his spokesman an opium-addict, thereby supplying a potentially naturalistic explanation for the phenomena which occur? In spite of Ligeia's erotic attractions, why does the narrator habitually portray her as his teacher rather than his lover-and as an object to be understood, to be mastered intellectually, rather than adored? Or notice Rowena: Perhaps the least Romantic of Poe's women and certainly intended as the dull nOrm in this particular tale, why is she nevertheless given an exotic name which outdoes anything else in Poe's richly inventive creation of names? Or take the philosophical undertones running through the story: For what purpose are descriptions of Ligeia, especially of her eyes, couched in a kind of crude metaphysical jargon? Considering Poe's notorious animosity toward Transcendentalism, what shall we make of its importance here for Ligeia and for the narrator?
Beyond these matters, small yet disturbing, a second, somewhat graver issue arises from what might be termed the scope of the allegory, or its overlapping into areas where it appears to be irrelevant. Poe's colour-images, in so far as they relate to characters or descriptive effects, are consistent and flawlessly handled. Vet the symbolism really begins with geographical locales, with dark Germany and fair England, and extends from this initial distinction outward into characterization and drama. Is Germany, therefore, anomalous, while England bespeaks normality? In keeping with other aspects of the allegory, do properties primarily English "succumb" to qualities basically German? Framing these questions, we immediately stumble upon another. As a means of intensifying the unnatural, Poe ordinarily omitted all references to time and place from his horror fiction. Why, foregoing this usual practice, should he not only insert place names here, but also use a combination which carried marked connotations in 1838-and then apparently confuse it with the symbols of his psychological situation? Obviously, England and Germany serve no functional purpose if "Ligeia" is simply a standard tale of madness and the supernatural.
In the last analysis, however, it is the language of "Ligeia" which hardens suspicion into outright certitude. Although I have thus far deliberately avoided quotations, there are, as we shall see, a number of passages, curiously, even jarringly inconsistent with a tale of unrelieved terror. The sense of their inappropriateness derives not from the shrillness of Poe's style: this at least is justified by the emotional orgy in the text. It stems, rather, from stylistic mannerisms in no way requisite to the melodrama-from abrupt breaks in tone, from incongruities of detail, from allusions and far-fetched comparisons which appear to be totally meaningless. This language is heard in places where Poe's innuendo seems cunningly interfused with the narrator's maudlin rant. Most especially it turns up in bursts of rhetoric in which the macabre is almost certainly supplanted by mockery, and in which Ligeia and all she represents are covertly yet unmistakably ridiculed. For these slips, if slips they are, neither the narrator's hysteria nor Poe's tendency toward verbal extravagance provides any real explanation.
Hence for all its general conformity to type, "Ligeia" contains specific disparate elements which defy the typical insights of Poe criticism. Passing from characterization to symbolism to philosophical asides, moving on to the unaccustomed use of place names and through the peculiarities in Poe's language-doing this, we tum away more and more convinced that while on the surface "Ligeia'l undoubtedly is a characteristic tale of terror, beneath that surface other, different meanings were deftly smuggled. But what are they, and how shall we go about sifting them out? The answer, I believe, is readily available. For Poe, if my conjectures are in any way accurate, not only intended "Ligeia" as something more than a routine Gothic story. He likewise left clues to his intentions, and he left them close at hand.
II
The first version of "Ligeia" appeared in the September, 1838, issue of the American Museum of Literature and the Arts. During this same year, Poe published only two other prose pieces, "Siope-A Fable," written (probably sometime late in 1837) for the January Baltimore Book, and "Psyche Zenobia," a burlesque which also appeared in the American Museum, just two months after "Ligeia." Both are obvious satires; and although they approach them quite differently, both satirize identical subjects.
A pretentious bit of verbal nonsense, "Siope" was long regarded as one of Poe's most successful experiments in rhythmical indefiniteness. Nevertheless, it is difficult to take very seriously a sketch subtitled "In the manner of the Psychological Autobiographists," and over twenty years ago James Southall Wilson conclusively demonstrated how the fable really rests upon a substratum of pure irony.' Pointing to Poe's introductory epigraph "Ours is a world of words: Quiet we call Silence-which is the merest word of all"
and to his preposterous style (rocks rock, water lilies shriek, flowers writhe in perturbed slumber), Professor Wilson suggested that "Siope" represents a sarcastic attack on the Transcendentalists, their mystical chatter and their general predilections for noise. Moreover, he cited as a possible source for Poe's banter Bulwer-Lytton's "Monos and Diamonos." But what he probably overlooked was Poe's indebtedness to materials which were in fact Transcendental, and to writers actually given to psychological autobiography. If "Siope" owes something to "Monos and Diamonos," it seems even more influenced by Confessions of an English Opium-Eater and by Coleridge's fragment, "The Wanderings of Cain." Unlike the Bulwer piece, ·which is clogged by didacticism, Poe's pointless extravaganza is built around a dream vision, one induced, as the demon informs its narrator, by "forbidden sunbeams ... which slide from off the solemn columns of the melancholy temples in the wilderness."2 The chaotic images evoked in this forbidden dream strikingly resemble De Quincey's figures; for where his opium nightmares were haunted by crocodiles, religious cults, and strange landscapes, "Siope" abounds in hippopotami, demonisms, and hideous scenes composed of talking flowers and bloody rain. Most significantly, Poe's style and his symbolism are generally far closer to the prose-poetry of De Quincey and Coleridge than to Bulwer's jerkier, less metaphorical writing. "Siope" is rich with the biblical cadences of both the ConIjames S. Wilson, "The Devil was in It," American Mercury. XXIV (Oct., 1931), 215-20. 2Quotations are taken from uSiope-A Fable," The Baltimore Book (Baltimore, 1838), 79-85. fessions and the Wanderings, and through sheer repetition the device becomes an absurdity. It thrives on an excess of the same emphases and reiterations, the same heaping up of images. and conjunctions which we associate with the other two works. In particular, its foremost image, a stone "litten by the moon" and etched by the word desolation, will bear detailed comparison with De Quincefs dream of the prostitute called Ann or the rock symbolism in Coleridge's portrayal of blighted Eden.'
All things considered, then, it is hard to imagine that Poe's parody of "Psychological Autobiographists" was aimed at anyone save Coleridge and De Quincey. But, what is both amusing and important, he unquestionably believed he was ridiculing one Transcendentalist writer instead of two. The Confessions he assumed to be a hoax perpetrated by Coleridge. This fact stands out clearly in "Psyche Zenobia," where it is included in a still more explicit foray against Transcendentalism.
Actually the later satire hinges upon a double-edged joke. Throughout, Poe tirelessly links Transcendentalist hyperbole to the clicMs of Gothic writers and, scorning both, he castigates them simultaneously. His bluestocking narrator is a kind of cross between Margaret Fuller and Ann Radcliffe. The Signora Psyche Zenobia writes tales of terror. By her own glib admission, she is all soul. Having lately felt the strong lure of Transcendentalism, she has become the most ardent member of a literary-humanitarian society, conspicuously modelled on a New England original. Thus the Signora is evidently intended as the allegorical embodiment of American Romanticism. But disgruntled by the low tone of her associates, she is also detennined to plagiarize from English contemporaries. It is, as she concedes, a well-known fact that all fine writing and all deep thinking are concentrated in Scotch and English periodicals. Accordingly, she seeks out "Mr. Blackwood," that living symbol of British Romanticism, in order to learn at first hand the techniques of a Blackwood's original.
Although her quest pennits Poe to take pot shots at virtually all the literary practices which annoyed him, his bitterest mockery centres upon two sorts of articles-the "bizarreries" (apparently the Gothicized tales which had long since become a Blackwood's stock in trade) and the "intensities" (presumably the philosophical pieces which Carlyle and Coleridge especially had contributed to Blackwood's and the other Edinburgh journals). Mr. Blackwood's comments on each form the heart of the irony, and in them Poe's deliberate pairing of Gothic excesses with Transcendental foibles now hegins in deadly earnest. Discussing the horror story, Mr. Blackwood summarizes in two sentences the stereotypes one might expect from a Poe character: " 'Pay minute attention to the sensations.'" " 'Get yourself into such a scrape as no one ever got into before.' "4 But far from limiting the genre to /'ecrivain des nerfs, he promptly advocates the use of other carefully chosen themes and styles. Terror and sentiment, he urges, should be interlarded with metaphysics and erudition. "'Fire and fury' " look best when accompanied by " 'deep philosophy,' " " 'acute speculation,' " and a " 'good spicing of the decidedly unintelligible.' " Furthermore, as he flips through past issues, culling out classics from his own magazine, Mr. Blackwood proves similarly eclectic. If "The Man in the Bell" and "The Dead Alive" are capital examples of the Arabesque, so too is a " 'nice bit of flummery' " reputedly written by Coleridge (though actually done by an intoxicated baboon), a bizarrerie called Confessions of an Opium-Eater. Plainly, Poe was busily gibing at Coleridge in 1838. Just as plainly, the Blackwood's formula for terror is a good deal more flexible than Poe's, or than Poe's is customarily presumed to be.
For in effect Poe has made his editor-spokesman recommend a bizarrerie which likewise incorporates the key characteristics of an intensity. And turning next to the mechanics of Transcendentalist writing, Mr. Blackwood slyly inverts his argument, showing this time how readily the intensity may share properties of the bizarrerie. He commences with what amounts to Poe's splenetic portrayal of the "Crazyites": they see, or purport to see, " 'into the nature of affairs a very great deal farther thall anybody else.' " Their material must be heavy with learning and with metaphysical disputation: "'Talk of the academy and the lyceum,' " Mr. Blackwood counsels; " 'Say something about the Ionic or Italic schools, or about Bossarion, and Kant, and Schelling, and Fichte, and be sure you abuse a man called Locke.' " Their insights are sharpened by literary borrowings, in particular by gleanings from the German: speaking to American Romanticism resolved to pilfer from English Romanticism, Mr. Blackwood advises the additional aping of German Romanticism; as he puts it, "'A little reading of The Sorrows of Werther will carry you a great way.''' Finally, their unusual depth of vision demands a mode of expression equally profound: warming to his subject, Mr. Blackwood concludes the lesson by exposing Psyche Zenobia to a trio of Transcendental styles-to the tones mystic, metaphysical, and heterogenous.
Indirection, erudition, and a maximum of confusion are, in tum, the unmistakable marks of each. In the tone mystic, Mr. Blackwood warns, innuendo is essential: you" 'hint all and assert nothing.' " As for the tone metaphysical, it consists of large words, loud ruminations, and a potpourri of philosophical terms. But the tone heterogenous, being a composite of every other tone in the world is, obviously, the most learned style of all: into it go obscure quotations, scraps of foreign languages (there is no passing muster without ancient and modern tongues alike), ethical maxims, and a generous sprinkling of everything else "'deep, great, odd, piquant, pertinent and pretty.' " One and all, it is worth repeating, these are the styles of an intensity, prose mannerisms which Poe by implication imputes to Coleridge, Carlyle, and probably to Emerson. And yet as he lists them, Mr. Blackwood carefully notes that each will resound most brilliantly when the writer is involved in some dreadful predicament, when he is choked on a chicken bone or pursued by bulldogs or hanging from the beamwhen, in brief, every gruesome condition of the bizarrerie is present. To the end of Mr. Blackwood's harangue, the two forms remain closdy yoked; and Psyche Zenobia, bent on comprehending spirituality and terror, finds that for Blackwood's at least they are very nearly indistinguishable.
"Siope," a ruthless parody of Transcendentalism; "Psyche Zenobia," a merciless burlesque of Transcendental and Gothic writing; and between them the "Ligeia." At first glance, certainly, such a combination appears to do little more than underscore both the variety and the incredible unevenness in Poe's creative methods. Reading "Ligeia" as a straightforward tale of terror and turning then to the satires, one is readily persuaded that Poe himself drifted aimlessly-somewhat too aimlessly-from arrant nonsense into fiction of a high order into a realm of petty drivd, and that under the circumstances this is the only plausible deduction. Still, our initial examination of "Ligeia" unearthed several problems which the conventional approach did not seem fitted to solve. And when, with these matters brought to the foreground, the three pieces are read in the order of their publication, parallels or unexpected possibilities for parallels abruptly crystallize.
For one thing, it quickly becomes apparent that both "Siope" with its Gothic background plus its inarguable irony and "Psyche Zenobia" with its strange synthesis of bizarrerie and intensity ought to make us doubly sceptical of another tale of terror which contains any sort of questionable leavening. If Poe could playa trick once, he could Iike-wise perform it twice; if he could theorize about a combination of Gothic cliches and Transcendental gibberish, he could also put theory into practice. But this is far from being all. "Siope" with its lush prose and "Psyche Zenobia" with its sardonic commentary on philosophical styles to be emphasized in terrifying situations should prompt us to look cautiously at other passages where Poe's language is a shade too full, a trace too mystical or metaphysical. And there is more. Just as "Siope" might well put us on guard for other references to opium dreams and Transcendentalism, just so "Psyche Zenobia" should alert us to another text in which Transcendentalism, Germany, England, indeed a kind of international motif figure large though ambiguously. And still more. Both implicitly and explicitly "Ligeia" does share qualities of the satires. Slight though it is, the allegorical method in "Psyche Zenobia" reminds us that "Ligeia" too is allegory. The pursuits ascribed to the lady Ligeia prefigure Mr. Blackwood's precepts. In "Ligeia" there are certain words and phrases which relate backward to "Siope," look ahead to "Psyche Zenobia. " Then, suddenly, what has hitherto been a vaguely tantalizing possibility assumes definite shape and tumbles neatly into place. The burlesques published before and after " Ligeia" illuminate certain difficult aspects of "Ligeia" precisely because "Ligeia" is partly bur'-lesque. Like " Siope," its predecessor, it combines Gothic overplot with satiric underside. Full of terror and sentiment but also of metaphysics and erudition, it duplicates the ideal horror story delineated in "Psyche Zenobia," its sequel. It is, in a word, an allegory of terror, almost perfectly co-ordinated with the subtlest of allegorized jests.
III
Broad noon shall be my England of the senses and the understanding; the night shall be my Germany of mystic philosophy and dreams.
-Emerson's Nature
Close thy Byron; open thy Goethe.
-Carlyle's Sartor Resartus
Into this [wine decanter] you may put a quart of ruby-colored laudanum; that and a book of German metaphysics placed by its side, will sufficiently attest my being in the neighborhood.
-
De Quincey's Confessions of an Opium-Eater
In the surface-allegory, the lady Ligeia stands for mystery and madness, for an inflexible will to live, and for symbolic unreason. In the allegorized jest, her meanings are tailored to exemplify the mystery of a particular form of madness.
She was of a Gennan background. Her studies "were more than all else adapted to deaden impressions of the outward world.'" The narrator felt her "rare learning" and "enthralling eloquence" creep into his heart by paces "steadily and stealthily progressive." Often, he remained unaware of her presence except as a "low sweet voice" drifting through his closed study. Ligeia's beauty "was the radiance of an opium dream"; and-in words lifted directly out of "Siope" -it was a vision more wildly divine "than the phantasies which hovered about the slumbering souls of the daughters of Delos."· Additionally, her physical appearance shared the luxuriant grace of the Hebrews and the majestic spirituality of the Greeks.
Ligeia's eyes were the seat of a profound spirituality. During moments of "intense excitement," the "luminous orbs" acquired a beauty wholly distinct "from the fonnation, or the color, or the brilliancy of the features." At such times, their "expression" was of supreme importance, for it became rich With a metaphysical allusiveness, reflected back to the narrator "the beauty of beings either above or apart from the earth." Yet there was something immoderately singular about Ligeia's "expression." Ineffable and inscrutable, it resembled Mr. Blackwood's "tone mystic," hinting much but asserting nothing. Even for the narrator, who sought after complete understanding, the U expression n represented a "word of no meaning"; like Silence ("which is the merest word of all"), "expression" was a "vast latitude of mere sound [behind which] we entrench our igoorance of so much of the spiritual." But if Ligeia's profoundest glances were themselves unknowable, they did reproduce faint traces of their spirituality in an endless circle of known analogies-in "the commonest objects of the universe" and in "many existences in the material world."T Ligeia's intellect was immense. An "intensity in thought" set her apart from all others; and her learning, "gigantic" and "astounding," fanned out in every direction, came at last to encompass every conceivable area of knowledge. She was deeply proficient "in the classical tongues" and in all the "modern dialects of Europe." (Recall how the benefits of "'French, Spanish, Italian, Gennan, Latin, and Greek' " 6Quotations are taken from "Ligeia," ibid., I (Sept., 1838) , 25-37. illn the 1838 version of "Siope," the narrator's dream vision was also more beautiful "than the phantasies which hovered about the slumbering souls of the daughters of Delos." 7Compare "Expression ... word of no meaning behind whose vast latitude of mere sound we intrench our ignorance of so much of the spiritual" ("Ligeia") with "Quiet we call Silence-which is the merest word of all" ("Siope" ) and with" 'If! Distressing monosyllable! what a world of mystery, and meaning and doubt and uncertainty are involved in thy two letters"" ("Psyche Zenobia") . Poe was strangely fascinated by the spirituality of words in 1838! were to be impressed upon Psyche Zenobia.) Her mastery extended over all "the most admired, because simply the most abstruse of the boasted erudition of the academy." (" 'Talk of the academy and the lyceum,' " Psyche Zenobia would soon be counselled.) With astonishing ease, she traversed "all the wide areas of moral, natural, and mathematical science." (Psyche Zenobia was to hear much of Fichte, Kant, and Bossarion.) She guided the narrator, a child by contrast, through the "chaotic world of metaphysical investigation." (The schools Italic and Ionic, the terms a priori and a posteriori were to be important parts of Psyche Zenobia's education.) And then comes the key comment which lends both point and purpose to this altogether ludicrous account of Ligeia. Her "presence, her readings alone, rendered vividly luminous the many mysteries of ... transcendentalism." Ligeia was a Transcendentalist.
She symbolizes, in sober fact, the very incarnation of German idealism, German Transcendentalism provided with an allegorical form. First suggested by her nationality and mystical behaviour and subjectivistic studies, her role in the satire is further betrayed by the meaningless meaning of her strangely metaphysical eyes. It is reemphasized by her spiritual glances, unintelligible except for their reappearance in material existences. It is rounded out by her "intensities," her personification of just the qualities Psyche Zenobia would presently be urged to cultivate, her elucidation of Transcendental mysteries. If, however, additional evidence seems desirable, it can easily be drawn from the narrator's attitude toward and his relationship with Ligeia.
In the Gothic overplot, the narrator is pictured as a psychopath, as a bereaved husband, and as the recording consciousness, shattered by the anomalies it perceives. In the satiric underside of "Ligeia," his lunacy becomes the lunacy of a confirmed "Crazyite."
The narrator was Ligeia's student in the sense that the dark lady was his teacher. He was a student of Ligeia in the sense that she represented the object of his studies. As the "unfathomable meaning of [Ligeia's 1 glance" sank deeply into his soul, the narrator longed for larger understanding. Relentlessly, he pondered her expression. Throughout the "whole of a midsummer night," he "struggled to fathom it." What was it, he never wearied of asking himself, "What was it-that something more profound than the well of Democrituswhich lay far within the pupils of my beloved? What was it? ... Those eyes! those large, those shining, those divine orbs!" But when no response was forthcoming, he temporarily abandoned all hopes for complete comprehension, and contented himself with "discovering in the commonest objects of the universe, a circle of analogies to that expression." He recognized something of its spirituality in the [in] passages from books .. . in a volume of Joseph Glanvill ... : 'And the will therein lieth, which dieth not. Who knoweth the mysteries of the will, with its vigor? For God is but a great will pervading all things by nature of its intentness. Man doth not yield him to the angels utterly, save only through the weakness of his feeble will.' Of the dozen or so items in this list, only one-the so-called Glanvill quotation-bears directly upon the overplot. For the rest, they simply suggest that Poe is slyly mocking Ligeia's spiritual depths by comparing them to an assortment of oddly incongruous details, by describing them in prose very like the "tone heterogenous." And opening up this possibility, they instantly remind one of the Transcendentalists who were likewise glimpsing spiritual analogues in the "commonest objects of the universe," in such" 'pertinent and pretty'" places as nature, clothes-symbols, and the works of German literature.
For the narrator, Ligcia posed an unsolved metaphysical riddle. But mystified and entranced by her rare learning, he confidently assumed that she herself would ultimately unravel the puzzle which she herself symbolized. Humbly aware of her "infinite supremacy," he pursued like an eager child the obscure import of her teachings. And, as he expresses it, With how vast a triumph-with how vivid a delight-with how much of all that is ethereal in hope-did I feel, as she bent over me, in studies but little sought for-hut less known that delicious vista by slow but very perceptible degrees expanding before me, down whose long, gorgeous, and all untrodden path I might at length pass onward to the goal of a wisdom too divinely precious not to be forbidden.
Then, as before, there comes the final comment, justifying this fantastic, this almost obscene overwriting. At the foot of the path lay full mastery of the "many mysteries of the transcendentalism" in which the narrator was immersed. By first portraying himself as the student of Ligeia and next as the student of Transcendentalism, by passing at once from the many mysteries of Ligeia to the many mysteries of Transcendentalism, Poe's spokesman has confirmed the dark lady's place in the satire--and thereby disclosed his own.
Actually two things are fundamentally dubious about the narrator's reference to Transcendental pursuits. Although Poe's tales of terror frequently picture the human mind in its gradual advance upon esoteric knowledge, the exact nature of the new discovery is seldom, if ever, divulged. In "Ms. Found in a Bottle" or "The Fall of the House of Usher," no character can even visualize, much less define, the awful mysteries for which he is compelled to search; their vagueness is an indispensable adjunct to the supernaturalism in the story.
H ere, by contrast, the object of the intellectual quest is not merely named. It is explicitly embodied in another character and, what is yet more suspect, it is given the selfsame label Poe had already flayed once and would flay again in the year 1838. Surely, these facts are of overriding significance: surely, they contribute all the proof needed to identify the narrator as a prototype of Poe's favourite whipping-boy, the Transcendentalist who speaks the language of a Blackwood's intensity, who looks into the "nature of affairs a very great deal farther than anybody else," and whose intellectual pretensions are bolstered by gleanings from the German.
Ligeia died; and her death, her fierce struggles, and grim wrestlings with the shadow belong to the Gothic overplot. The narrator's reaction, however, is a different matter. Recounting Ligeia's fatal illness, he makes it clear that his chief bereavement was the loss of her informing glances. When her eyes, at once the symbol of the Transcendental puzzle and the avenue to its resolution, shone "less and less frequently upon the pages over which [he 1 poured," the narrator's despair knew no bounds. Wanting the "radiant luster" of those eyes, he cries in an agony of grief, "letters, lambent and golden, grew duller than Saturnian lead." Not simply letters, but golden letters; this, as it happens, is the initial allusion to gold, one of the two basic colours in Poe's allegory.
Other gold-images quickly accumulate once the narrator arrives in England. England itself is "fair." Rowena Trevanion of Tremaine is "fair-haired." The accoutrements of the narrator's English estate include gold carpets, golden candelabra, gold tapestries and ottomans, chains and pendants of solid gold. Yet despite the garish splendour of all these objects, none are permitted to shine with a pure golden radiance. Across one wall of the apartment where they were located and where the narrator dwelt with Rowena, there ran a single window-pane. It was "an immense sheet of unbroken glass ... and tinted of a leaden hue, so that the rays of either sun or moon, passing through it, fell with a ghastly luster on the objects within." Now there is, to be sure, nothing inherently peculiar in such a window; it is sinister-looking and blends sufficiently well into the Gothic backdrop. Nevertheless, its appearance in this context does balance out a curious parallel. In effect, Poe has transferred to Rowena and to the English mise en scene the same leaden dullness which overspread the golden letters of Transcendentalism when the German Ligeia could no longer gloss and enrich their inmost meanings.
As we have noticed, several features connected with the ahbey, with Rowena, and with the narrator's behaviour in fair England are not readily assimilable into the surface allegory. But if, as seems likely, Poe's colour scheme is less a matter of coincidence than of malicious design, these apparent inanities merge in the allegorized satire and become the cream of the jest.
The abbey was situated in one of "the wildest and least frequented portions of fair England/' in a region notoriously "remote and unsocial," Surrounded by "gloomy" and "dreary grandeur," overhung with "mossy" ruin, "aged vine," and "verdant decay," the external building faced upon a "savage domain." Within, were "melancholy and time-honored memories," castellated turrets, ceilings "excessively lofty, vaulted, and elaborately fretted with the wildest and most grotesque specimens of a semi-Gothic, semi-druidical device." Clearly enough, this reads much like a typical Poe setting. But the trouble is that it typifies, almost too perfectly, the whole of an intellectualaesthetic era as well. Swamped by a welter of Romantic clicMs and perceiving how each is quite uncharacteristically pinned down to a specific geographical locale, we suspect that the English abbey, like the lady Ligeia and Mr. Blackwood's editorial rooms, is less a traditional Poe-symbol than a merely traditional symbol, exposed here to Poe's acid parody. The abbey could be-and, in point of fact, there is abundant evidence for stating it is-a take-off on Scott's scenic effects;" similarly, it could be interpreted as Poe's caricature of the 8The curious correspondence between Poe's Rowena and the blonde Rowena in Ivanhoe leads on to other suggestive parallels. Ligeia's dark beauty is likened to the grace of the Hebrews. And her "raven-black . . . and naturally curling tresses," her nose with its "tendency to the aquiline," her "brilliant black eyes," her "slightly irregular brows," her "teeth glancing back with a brilliancy almost startling" all suggest Scott's Jewish Rebecca who is notable for "the brilliancy of her [black] eyes, the superb arch of her eyebrows, her well-formed aquiline nose, her teeth white as pearl, and the profusion of her sable tresses," each "arranged in its own little SPlral of twisted curls." In "Ligeia," the narrator's abbey had "lofty walls, gigantic in height--even unproportionably so." They were hung from "summit to foot" with a "heavy, massy-looking tapestry," of a material like the "carpet on the Hoar" and "spotted allover" with figures "wrought upon the cloth in patterns/' Rowena's couch was overhung by a canopy, resembling the tapestries (lnd of a cloth of "richest gold"; the hangings in her chamber were stirred "by the artificial introduction of a strong continual current of wind beneath the draperies." In Ivanhoe, Cedric's manorial hall is of a height "greatly disproportioned" to its length. The walls "were covered with hangings or curtains, and upon the floor there was a carpet, both adorned [with decorations] executed with brilliant or rather gaudy coloring." Rowena's bed was adorned with "the same rich tapestry which covered the walls" and was "interwoven with gold and silver threads"; the walls of her apartment were "so £ull of crevices, that the rich hangings shook to the night blast." Finally, Poe's references to Saracenic decora-desolate landscape at Craigenputtock or of the Lake Country and the "violet by the mossy stone. " Filling any or all of these roles, the abbey is brilliantly suited to its principal English occupant, the lady Rowena Trevanion of Tremaine. With her name drawn equally out of Ivanhoe and "Christabel,"· Rowena, we may fairly assume, is the living incarnation of English Romanticism, English Romantic--or English Transcendentalthought cloaked in allegorical trappings. Yet in the narrator's view, the lady of Tremaine was as destitute of Ligeia's miraculous insights as of her stupendous learning and oracular gibberish. Conventional and dull, the blond was simply another of those golden objects overcast by the leaden-grey window. Only in a moment "of his mental alienation" did she seem to the narrator to be a fit "successor of the unforgotten Ligeia"; soon he came to loathe her "with a hatred belonging more to demon than to man." Rowena, in short, symbolizes an impoverished English Romanticism, as yet "unspiritualized" by German cant. Consequently, she represents but a shallow pretense of Romanticism; and--on this point the text is admirably plain-it is a part of Poe's joke to make her Romantic in nothing save her borrowed name.
Despising Rowena, abandoning himself to orgies of grief, the narrator increasingly revelled " ( oh with what intensity of regret)" in recollections of Ligeia's "purity, of her wisdom, of her lofty, her ethereal nature." He perpetuated her memory in the lavish decor of his chambers. Appropriately, he invoked her spirit in nature, calling "aloud upon her name ... among the sheltered recesses of the glens." Chiefly, however, he sought to recover her mystical being in the wild hallucinations engendered by opium. From the outset, we observed, he identified Ligeia's transcendent beauty with an opium dream, and early betrayed something of Poe's satiric intent by describing her in terms first used in "Siope." Now when his spirit most burned to unite with "all the fires of [Ligeia's] own," he was habitually fettered "in the shackles of the drug." As the author of Confessions of an 0 pium- Eater (in Poe's mind, Coleridge) deplored the dearth of English philosophy and boasted in the same breath of his opium feats and wide readings from the German, so Poe's narrator, contemptuous of the English Rowena, gave himself up to drugged visions of the German Ligeia. The very decorations, where emblems of Ligeia's dark spirituality were scattered across Rowena's grey-gold dullness, took their "colouring from [his] dreams." Excited by opium, he shrieked Ligeia's name "during the silences of the night." In a drugged frenzy, he glimpsed her mystical shadow, and felt his "whole soul was awakened within." Opium and Ligeia were inseparable; together with nature, the narcotic became a means of restoring the dark lady "to the pathways she had abandoned upon earth."'· But there is, to repeat, no satisfactory reason why the narrator's addiction should appear in the Gothic overplot. Inevitably, it weakens the climax of the tale, suggesting that what the narrator finally beholds is more delusion than objective circumstance. Hence it goes far toward vitiating the drama of Ligeia's restoration-unless, of course, that restoration is susceptible to a second interpretation.
When Poe's friend and critic Philip Pendleton Cooke examined the first published version of "Ligeia," he complained of only one major defect. For the sake of fuller credibility, he insisted, the conclusion should have been somewhat modified. The completed transition from Rowena to Ligeia was a "violation of the ghosdy proprieties"; a reader would be shocked into unbelief upon discovering how a "wandering essence ... could, in quickening the body of the Lady Rowena (such is the idea) become suddenly the visible, bodily, Ligeia." Poe made great show of agreeing. "Touching Ligeia," he replied, "you are right -all right-throughout ... . I should have intimated that the will did not perfect its intention-there should have been a relapse-a final one-and Ligeia should be at length entombed as Rowena-the bodily alterations having gradually faded away."" Yet the fact remains that twice during the next seven years "Ligeia" underwent revisions extensive and slight; and on both occasions Poe left essentially unchanged the ending for which he had so profusely apologized. Did he retain the objectionable climax because, as he rather lamely (and, for that matter, rather inaccurately) told Cooke, it differentiated between "Ligeia" and the earlier "Morella"? Or did he retain it because, hugely enjoying the second, secret meaning of his "wandering essence," he recognized that Ligeia's bodily conquest of Rowena was absolutely necessary for the satire? In view of all that has gone before and in terms of the conclusion itself, the latter alternative seems considerably more plausible.
For what, in its largest sense, does the "ghostly" transformation in "Ligeia" signify? Why, nothing less, really, than a dramatic enactment of what would become one of the most comic sections of "Psyche Zenobia." To the Signora-fretting because her Romantic compatriots lacked "profundity ... reading ... metaphysics ... spirituality ... cant ... with a capital K," fretting because "there was no investigation of first causes, first principles ... no attention paid to that great point the 'fitness of things' "-to this sorely tried lady, Mr. Blackwood would offer sage words of wisdom. Write many languages. Master metaphysics. Talk of the academy. Bring in the words a priori and a posteriori. Stress the Germans; above all, stress the Germans. Abuse Locke, but praise Fichte, Schelling and Kant. Make The Sorrows of Werther a by-word. Collectively, these are the pomposities which will reanimate the deadest of Romanticisms. Since it is Mr. Blackwood who compiles them, they are, manifestly, the generating root of English Romanticism itself. Symbolized in the lady Ligeia, they constitute the "chronic disease" and the "distemper of fancy" which topple Rowena's reason "from her throne." In turn, they become the vital forces which rejuvenate Rowena, dispell her clammy pallor, quicken her into new life-but re-shape her until she is unrecognizable except as Ligeia.
Here, then, at least, shrieks the narrator when his long vigil has been rewarded: "Here, then, at least ... can I never-can I never be mistaken-these are the full, and the black, and the wild eyes of the lady~f the lady Ligeia." At the end, it is Ligeia's mystical expression which prevails. Reflecting a metaphysical beauty, discernible in nature and dreams, pondered by the student of Transcendentalism, this "vast latitude of mere sound" is Ligeia's link with German idealism. And now, the "word of no meaning" has left its ineffaceable stamp upon Rowena. In the allegorized jest, therefore, qualities fundamentally German do indeed take primacy over properties basically English. For Poe has compounded terror with satire, and the triumph of German sources over an English Romanticism, hopelessly uninspired without them, could hardly be more complete.
